Cloud Software Engineer (C#/ .NET)
Permanent Job
Location: Bayan Lepas, Penang

Job Responsibilities:

- Work as a contributing member of a fast pace software development team using modern software development techniques to produce world-class mission critical software both for on-premise and cloud-based solutions
- Participate in formal design and implementation activities
- Develop requirements, code and create unit and other automated testing solutions
- Assist with deploying and maintaining production servers
- Effectively collaborate with technical leaders in a multi-team environment
- Demonstrate flexibility and resilience in the face of changing priorities and requirements

Job Requirements:

- Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science (or related technical equivalent) Required; Master’s Degree (Computer Science, or related technical equivalent) is preferred
- At least 3+ years of software development experience
- Strong background in software development experience with C#/.Net technologies
- Experience developing cloud based solutions in Azure or AWS
- Ability to evaluate software quality through the use of load testing, stress testing and techniques like network tracing, threat analysis, unit testing and exploratory testing
- Experience with XML, JSON, relational databases, document databases
- Should be able summarize findings in a clear manner through the use of reports and other written artifacts
- Experience with Agile software development practices